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S etnent o Focus

Individually Guided Education (ICE) is a new comprehensive system of
elementary calcation. The following components of the ICE system are in
varying stages of development and implementation: a new organization for
instruction and related administrative arrangements; a model of instructional
programing for the individual student; and curriculum components in prereading,
reading, mathematics, motivation, and environmental education. The develop-
men, of other curriculum components, of a system for managing instruction by
computer, and of instructional strategies is needed to complete the system.
Continuing programmatic research is required to provide a sound knowledge
base for the components under development and for improved second generation
components. Finally, systematic implementation is essential no that the prod-
ucts will function properly in the IGE schools,

The Center plans and carries out the research, development, and imple-
mentation components of its IGE program in this sequence: (1) identify the
needs and delimit the component problem area; (2) assess the possible con-
straintsfinancial resources and availability of staff; (3) formulate general
plaas and specific procedures for solving the problems; (4) secure and allo-
cate human and material resources to carry Out the plans; (5) provide for
effective communication among personnel and efficient management of activi-
ties and resources; and (6) evaluate the effectiveness of each activity and
its contribution to the total program and correct any difficulties through feed-
back mechanisms and appropriate management techniques.

_A self-renewing system of elementary education is projected in each
participating elementary school, i.e., one which is less dependent on external
sources for direction and is more responsive to the needs of the children attend-
ing each particular school. In the IGE schools, Center-developed and other
curriculum products compatible with the Center's instructional programing model
will lead to higher student achievement and self-direction in learning and in
conduct and also to higher morale and job satisfaction among educational per-
sonnel, Each developmental product makes its unique contribution to IGE as
it is implemented in the schools. The various research components add to the
knowledge of Center practitioners, developers, and theorists.
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Abstract

A total of 1 8 fitth-prodo and 31 nursery-school Ls were
administered picture pairs in a discrimination mmci exociri -
ment. in addition to i contra1 eroi.p, one group of Ss (pre-
choice) was instructed to pronounce both items before choosina
one, and another Proap (post-choice) was te hl to se-3, both itc:r.s
after choesinct one. The anticipation method VOL., used, and the
ros ul ts indicated that. there were no differences amend the three
conditions within either oqe oroup. The nature of the stimuhAs
materials anti the tact that control ft pronounced their choice
were discussed as possible factors contributinn to the lad: of
dirforoncos.
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Introduction

in a typical discrimination learning per-
imont, S is prosented with a pair of words or
pictures, and the tasl: involves learning the
"correct " item in each pair (arbitrarily pre-
determined by Ill. In the anticipation method,

iaiticrll c .Josses the correct item, and then
is given isformative feedback. Within this
paradiom a number of studios ha..o? examined
the effects of overt verbalization on -learning
(cf. Garin n 1971). Ulowev or, f ferenc es
in 0:-:porimontal procedures make comparisons
among those studies difficult, so caution must
ho used in drawing conclusions, l'or
Coulet (1060) recently conelnde!..ith:lt overt
verbali:ntion of both itonis has
effects on discrim.ination learning in ni:rsery-
school 1-l1:1 hut deleterious effeets on lemming
iii !Mil-made aS well as adolts. flowet=er,
this colic:Lis ion was based on ,1.-!Priminnion
learning studies involving nurser.;.!=school
(Geulet, 1969) who overtly verbalipa2d :Acture
pairs before mahing their choice fpre-choice
verbalization), compared with fifth-grade anci
college Ss (C1oulet who overtly
verbalized word pairs after their ghaice Bering
the feedback interval (Post-choice verbalization).

The present stagy was concen.d ,.vith the
effects of pre- and post-choice verbalization

instructions on discrimination Learning involving
picture pairs in nursery-school and fifth-grade
Ss. II was hypothesized that post-choice
instructions %-:ould hinder learnilvi (ns con;pcired
to a control ciretp) in both acre croups, sine:0
Carinean (1960 has demonstrated the similari-
ties among various acre groups in discrimination
learning. Concerning pre-choice instructions,
there is some evidence (Wilder u5 Levin, in
press) which suggests that !pronouncing as a
method of choice facilitates discrimination
learning involving picture pairs in nursery -
school Sn rotative to pointing as a method of
choice. but that such verbahzation is unneces-
4ary (although not deleterio Is) for fifth-grade
Ss. This finding leads to the t.rediction that
pro-choice verbalization might aid learning
in nursery-school Ss, whle fifth-grade
you'd not benefit front such verbalizing. The
two ape groups were run independently in
order to maintain the same power available in
the Guelet studies (10 Ss per condition tor
nursery school and [6 Ss per condition for
fifth tirade). In addition, different list -lengths
were used for the different arados. There v.-ere
three levels of verbalization (nre-choice, post-.
choice, and control) and two lists within each
age group.



It
Method

Subj(i.ct

Fifty-two fifth-orade stu(Jents and :30 nur-
sery-s,:hool stedents bartiewatecl in two 'nde-
occident ofe.periments. The treatments botween
the two rrodr nei only with respect to the
numher of 12,s per cell (I 6 and 1,1) and list length
(ten pairs and four pa ire for fift!,-cfrode and
rwrsery-sohool So resneetively)

Materials

lists .,,:ere composed of familiar pic-
ture ion the fifth-clnabe be two lists
of ton irs each were selected from among the
2-1 picture pairs 1,:sod by Wilder and Levin (in
press). I falf the Ss in ca(711 condition rucoiycej
each Its ocklition, each list was further
subdwiuiod lip 71.,:!signntion of the "correct" titan
in each pair. the So roocivino 1 oiven
list ',..fithin each condition had ono item of each
pair di minuted "correct,".and the other
half of thou o hod the other itonl desig-
nated "correct." For anol,-,7sii;, the "correct"
designations within each list .none pooled,
resultino in an analysis of the effects of the
two ovorail lists regardless of "correct" desig-
nations. our random orders of the ton pairs
in both lists were chosen as follov,rs. 'L'he ten
pairs of each list wore arbitrarily numbered.
1-1 0, this order being the, first "random" order.
Three random orders of the numbers 1-1 0 were
then selected from a table, of random numbers
to compose the second, third, and fourth ran-
dom orders. The picture pairs in both lists
were sorted into these remaining three orders
and al) four orders were mounted in 3 9"
throe-ring folders so as to compose fourantio
ipation trials for each list. A second identical
set was ConstroCtod for each list. Per the first
net of each list, the loft-right position of the
arbitrarily designated "correct" item of each

pair no balanced no eq t he, tour orders, and
thin nunihor of bolt-right correct item onions
was balanced within each order, there Suing
five each, Thu .;ocond sot for eoch list was
Ii lonced in an identical no minor e:,:coot that
the "other item of each f;air was designator!
"correct. " A colored r,aste-on star woe placed
directly below the correct item tor the foodbaol.:
e%posorn of each mm. the sequence,
of presentation of the fo:Ir random orders was
varied in Latin square fashion. In summary,
thon, there were two ten-pair lists, subdivided
into two sets each by designation of the "cor-
rect" items, arvi :'our soquences of the four
random orders within each sot, resulting in

clifierent le-A-set hp ranaom-order-soquonee
combinations. Hence, no two Ss in any (liven
condition received e::actly the saele combina-
tionald all passible combinatioris wore pra-
sc,,fed once within each condition.

As in Goulet's (19 69) study, nursery-school
Ss received only one list of four pairs which
..nerc randomly chosen from among all 20 pairs
presented to the lath-grade SG. four orders of
the four pairs were oh0sei i Latin square fashion
Tv.io -sets those Io.:r orders were canstructej
as above. For purposes of analysis, "list" for
nurscr;-school Ss corresponds to "sot" for
fifth-grade Ss, ;lad the two sets that wore con-
structed for the nursery-school Ss will hereafter
be referred to as lists, Attain, the left-right
position of the 'correct" item of each pair was
i)alaneed amono --311 four orders, but left-right
position for the pairs within 0 given order was
not balanced since it was feared that balancing
them might influence performance on such short
lists. Finally, five random sequences of the
four orders were selected, In summary, there
were two lists and five sequences of orders
withln each list, resulting in ten different list
by sequence combinations. Hence, as for the
fifth-grade Ss, no two Ss- in any ciiven condition
received the sonic combination, and combinations
were balanced between conditions.



Pricedure

file Ss wore riin individually at their scheol
in a private room. All Ss initially were
to name all the pictures they would see during
subsequent testing, This was done to insure
that the Ss could, in tact, name the pictures.
In addition, it wos hoped 'hat this brief pre-
familiarization would induce consistency in
in Ss naminc responses (e.q., it is desirable
that any given S cons iotentiv respond "rabbit"
to the ippropriate picture as opposed to respond-
ing "rabbit" one time and "bunny" the noxt),

Instructions were Hien read to 3 :ileric.4 with
the presentation of two example picture pairs.
The Ss were instructed with the examples intil
they had both procedure and test items correct
on two consecutive trials, Following the exam-
ples, testing began with the experimental lists
end was continued to a criterion of two consecu-
tive perfect trials, The assigned sequence of
orders woo repented for Trials 5-8, 9-12, and
13-16 for all Ss. In order to avoid excessively

4

long sessions with in S, on upper limit of !b
trials was used: ditn from Ss excee(ling this
I unit vore discardecl,

Instructions varied slightly occordinci to
the ippropriaie verbalization con,lition. The
control 5s were instruc.,ed in standard discrim-
ination learning procedures, During the antic-
ipation portions of a trial, they were required
to indicate their choice of the correct picture

pointine to it and bump F, what it was
Otherwise no verbalization was required,
Feedback consisted of the immediate presenta-
tion of the of pair with the correct picture
being 'starred" as described above. Pro-choice
Ss received the some instructions as control
Ss except that they were additionally required
to name both pictures for E prior to indicating
which picture tho,,, thought v,,as the "correct"
One during anticipation. T110 pOSL-choice _S5
were also instructed the some as control 5s
cu-:cont that they were required to name both
pictures for F. during the feedback portions of
each trial, after indicating their choice.



Ill
Results

Since the number of stimuli varied for each
grade level, the results were analyzed sepa-
rately. The dependent variables were trials to
criterion and errors on Trials 1-3 S com-
pleted a minimum of three trials). linivoriate
analyses revealed no significant list effect on
either measure within either grade; consequently,
all data were pooled over lists.

Fifth Grade

Of the 52 Ss participating in the experiment,
four failed to reach criterion within 1 6 trials.
Of these flour, two were from the post-choice
condition, and one each was from the control
and pre-choice conditions. Mean trials to cri-
terion and mean errors for the first three triais
for all three conditions are shown in Table

L .

Table 1
Path Grade: Trials to a Criterion of

Two Consecutive Errorless Trials and
Total Errors on the First Three Trials

(ten picture pairs)

MeanTrials
to Criterion

mean Errors
on Trials 1-3

'-e-choice Post-choice Control

6.1

2.87 3.0

5 . 6

2.73

The planned s_:omparisens between the averogrl
of the control and pre-choice condlt,ions vs,
the pest-choir;e, as well as the contrast be-
tween pre-choice and control, wore nonsioniti-
cant (all ji's -T I).

Nursery School

Table 2 shows the moons for 1-.)ori depen-
dent variables in all three conditions for nur-
sory-school Ss: 'Using the same contrasts as
with the fifth-oracle data, no significant differ-
ences were observed, nit:how:1h the -.Ivor-age of
the control and pro-choice groups vs. the pest--
choice contrast o.pproachecl sinailicance

crlf 1/26, o< .20) en the n'ials to
criterion measure.

Table 2
Nursery School: Trials to a Criterion of

Two Consecutive Errorless and
Total Errors on the rirst Three Trials

(four picture pairs)

Mean Trials
to Criterion

Mean Errors
on Trials 1-3

Pre-choice Post -choice Control

-4.5 6.5 4.7

I .13 1.17 1.07



IV
Discussion

[tough post-Choice verbalization of both
items tended to inhibit discrimination learning
in both ago groups, these rt)sults were not statis-
tically reliable, Also, for trials to criterion,
the pre-choice mean --vas hieher than post-choice
in fifth-grade ;:js, which was not predicted,
Further, while nursery-school performanee.in
tho pre-Choice group was slightly bettor than
the control ;group en trie trials to criterion !nee-
sure, mean errors wore higher in the pre-choice
condition than the control group. However, sinoo
there were no significant differences, and as-
suming the validity of the null hypothesis, these
results suggest that pro-choice and post-choice
verbalization instructions have little effect on
discrimination learning involVing picture Tyiirs
in nursery-school and fifth-grade So,

one factor which could have contributed
V this !allure to reject the null hypothesis was
the stimulus materials used in this experiment.
Picture pairs were used for both are groups,
and our materials were similar to (Oot:let's for
norsery-ochoel Ss. However, his finding that
pro-choice verbalization facilitates learning
in nursery-school Ss was niinimul (t 1.18,
df 18, 0 .20), so we cannot draw firm cons

frj rr. his or our data, and ,Anee there

GPO ,2Po72-1

ore no other data avnliable on ore-choice verbal-
ization, our conclusions must be postponed.
Concerning the lacit of effects associated with
post-choice verbalization, the tvnc of items
used also could hove had an influencc . l'or
example, most studies rePortinn such neidtive
et foots (0 , Coulet Hover, 969; linuisl or

Sardello, 96-7'1 Sart:101hp & Kausier, 1907)
used word pairs, and since. word pairs are more
difficult to learn than picture pairs (Wilder 6
Levin, in press), perhaps verbalizing word
pairs compounds the difficulty in discrimination.
In the one study which used picture pairs with
adult Se and found post-verliali>nation more
difficult than control instructions (Carmean &
\A/oir, 19(37), there was high intro-pair similarity
(pictures of common animals were used),

Also, the fact that all three groups overtly
vc!rbo lized no e method of choice could have
Contributed to this lack of differences wsenj
groups. For ample., Wilder and Lovin (in
press) fouhel that pronouncing was suporior to
pointing as a method of choice; consequently
control So probably benefited from Oroneuncing
their choice. A better test of the effects of
verbalization on learning would involve a com-
pletely :1,1ent control group.
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